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ABSTRACT
The number of embedded devices is growing, and so are the

concerns about dependability and sustainability. However,

the life-span of modern devices is commonly very short, due

to their lack of long-term maintainability in both hardware

and software. This yields an increased amount of e-waste,

as the individual devices are commonly very cheap and can

therefore easily be replaced in case of (partial) obsolescence.

In this work, we show an operating system architecture

which is designed to make embedded systems more sustain-

able and prepared for long-term use. To do so, we implement

a general basic architecture alongside extended concepts and

special features within the operating system. Our approach

is based on hardware/software co-design and the opportu-

nity to update software as well as hardware in a modular

way at runtime. Therefore, logic reconfiguration of the host

platform, dynamic software composition and integration, as

well as formal methods for verification and portability are

supported.

KEYWORDS
operating system, embedded systems, sustainability, partial

updates, partial reconfiguration, formal methods

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the question how future Operating Sys-

tem (OS) architectures can support the development of sus-
tainable software and hardware. Focus is on the aspects long-
term maintenance and dependability of individual HW/SW

components as well as the composed overall systems. In
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particular, new or currently underrepresented technologi-

cal and methodological possibilities will be included in the

architecture of the system software.

The impulse for the considerations is given by the over-

arching goal of keeping future embedded systems opera-

tional for decades with continuously guaranteed depend-

ability [10, 12, 36, 58]. During development and operation,

(limited) resources shall be used responsibly. Therefore, e-

waste shall be avoided and existing systems shall be more

easily reusable, i.e., efficiently adaptable to new functions

and be able to operate in mixed networks of old and new

systems in the long-run.

This overarching goal leads to more extensive or entirely

new demands for the architecture of such systems and their

components: Over the entire lifetime, (D1) partial software

updates shall be facilitated and there shall be (D2) support for

updating or modifying even the hardware. For each update,

(D3) the integration of new or modified HW/SW shall be

done automatically, and (D4) hard correctness guarantees

for the new composition shall be provided. In order to be

successful in the long run, (D5) the operating system itself

shall be efficiently portable for new and changing target

architectures as well as their derivatives in order to perma-

nently guarantee a dependable basis for changing software

compositions.

In this respect, technological and methodological progress

in the areas of hardware design and formal methods opens

up new Possibilities: Future embedded systems will (P1) in-

creasingly support partial reconfiguration of logic at runtime

[11, 67] and (P2) increasingly use formal methods for soft-

ware development and maintenance [22, 25].

Today’s operating systems are based on architectures

which have virtually not changed for decades and do not or

not sufficiently support the demands D1-D5. In particular,
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they do not yet take advantage of the available possibilities

P1-P2 for ensuring continuous sustainability of systems.

In the following, we discuss some potential approaches

for future operating system architectures to enable mainte-

nance (in the sense of portability, support for reconfigurable

hardware, and partial software updates) and guarantee de-

pendability (in the sense of runtime updates and verification

capability) of future embedded systems. Initial insights on

first implementations and applicability are shown by the

example of SmartOS.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-

tion 2 summarizes current and previous work in related

research areas and motivates the presented concepts. Subse-

quently, Section 3 shows the architecture, the main concepts

as well as the utilized methodologies of our operating sys-

tem SmartOS. Section 4 details the implemented features

and resulting characteristics of SmartOS. In Section 5, an

application scenario shows, how the features of SmartOS can
help to overcome system shortcomings in practice, whereas

the final Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATEDWORK
Being able to update software in a deployed embedded sys-

tem is not a new concept. There are multiple extensions

available on top of widely used OSs like FreeRTOS [23], De-

vice OS [55], QNX [13], VxWorks [71], or TinyOS [66] that

provide some form of updates in the field. While most of

those extensions will replace the firmware as a monolithic

binary, almost all require a reboot of the system to finish the

update [24]. There has been some work regarding the partial

update of application code at runtime as well as of parts of

the OS code itself [29, 43]. Some OSs have the built-in ability

to update some modules and programs at runtime like Con-

tiki [21]. Regarding the OS design, there is also some work

using Domain-Specific Language (DSL) and formal methods

[57] to model an OS that can be updated at runtime.

Since update-induced reboots or down times can lead to

undefined conditions like timing violations or consequences

on other systems [52], SmartOS supports runtimemodularity

in the upper layers.

While reconfigurable hardware (in, e.g., FPGAs) is becom-

ing more common, it is still rare compared to fixed devices

(ASICs). However, we see an increasing demand for hard-

ware updates in future embedded devices and propose to

implement the idea of "updating hardware like software"

directly into the OS. Such an option would allow to fix hard-

ware bugs [33, 38], improve algorithms or add new ones

(e.g., for artificial intelligence or machine learning), or adapt

to changing requirements and legislation [56]. Today, the

hardware is either replaced or software workarounds are

applied in such situations. Even if Field-programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs) are used, we observe the same measures

as for software: Logic updates are either monolithic or not

offered at all. When it comes to OS support, only few kernels

can exploit the flexibility of embedded FPGAs to enable dy-

namic Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) [18] or extensible

on-chip peripherals of soft core processors.

To support a seamless integration of hardware adaptation

already in the OS, SmartOS can benefit from OS-awareness

and partial reconfiguration in the host platform. This enables

rebootless hardware updates at runtime [62].

To successfully integrate software updates, all involved

processes should be done automatically. This includes depen-

dency resolution, resource availability analysis (e.g., memory

and OS data structures), and module management. While

such features are standard in non-embedded devices, only

few embedded OSs allow modular application updates at

runtime due to the extra resource overhead. Still, some ap-

proaches allow updates to the bytecode of VM-based applica-

tions [37] or to dynamically link and load native code [20, 61].

In SmartOS, the so-called pluggability check is performed

upon updates. New modules/versions can only be integrated

if the target system has enough memory and free slots on the

OS management data structures. Missing dependencies are

automatically installed in the scope of an update protocol [8].

A reliable software integration also demands guarantees

that the resulting software composition meets all system

requirements. There are some approaches regarding schedu-

lability [51, 64] as well as on guarantees about mutual ex-

clusion properties and freedom from deadlocks [74] after

updates. The demand for provable correctness as well as the

occurrence of increasingly efficient algorithms to do so has

led to a rise in popularity of formal methods in the area of

embedded systems. An example for a formally verified kernel

is sel4 [32], but it does not allow for runtime updates. Recon-

figuring components of an embedded system at runtime in a

safe manner is discussed in [57].

In SmartOS, we have proposed the interoperability check,

a term that refers to operations performed to evaluatewhether

all system requirements will still be met in case an update

was applied [8].

Portability of OSs is critical w.r.t. both coding effort and

(non-) functional correctness for all supported target plat-

forms. As detailed by [44], this goal can be achieved by ap-

plying formal methods for model-based design, verification,

and code generation. However, even more recent OSs that

declare portability as an inherent design feature, like Zephyr

[73] or Atomthreads [4], only provide more or less detailed

developer guides [5, 72] on how to port the OS to new pro-

cessors or hardware platforms. In the automotive industry,
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Figure 1: SmartOS layering with basic and extended concepts.

the problem of often error-prone and time-consuming re-

implementation work [15] has been overcome by the AU-

TOSAR standard [6].

For SmartOS we seek to facilitate the porting process by

formally modelling hardware-dependent kernel code and

relevant parts of the target architectures. Code can then

be generated from composed HW/SW models, allowing for-

mal verification and avoiding error-prone re-implementation

work.

For few existing embedded OS, the mentioned require-

ments or features do already exist independently from each

other - often, however, only as extensions or workarounds.

This motivates the creation of a sustainable OS that inher-

ently incorporates features for all the introduced demands

D1-D5 by design. To do so, we design SmartOS as an em-

bedded OS, not only supporting rebootless updates for both

software and hardware, but also compositional software as-

pects alongside portability and verification techniques. This

way, we align to the paradigm proposed by European Union

Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA), which

says that “the research in the area of patching and updating

equipment without disruption of service and tools” [36] is

of importance to future devices.

3 OS ARCHITECTURE AND BASIC
CONCEPTS

SmartOS is a Real-TimeOperating System (RTOS) for resource-

constrained embedded devices, consisting of a microkernel

that supports some basic features as explained next. The

source code is supported by an increasingly complete set

of formal models, representing all those features as well its

target architectures for both formal verification and code

generation (cf. Section 4.3). Furthermore, there exists an

extensive build environment [45] that supports code sep-

aration for the selected target architecture. Currently, the

main supported Microcontroller Unit (MCU) architectures

are MSP430 [65] and RISC-V [60], but there are also ports

for ARMv7E-M [3] (in MSP432 and STM32H7), SuperH [59],

and Aurix [31]. Apart from research, SmartOS is also used
in teaching.

SmartOS-based embedded systems feature a strict layering
across the entire system stack that is depicted in Figure 1.

Hardware components like the CPUs (which comes with

optional OS-awareness, cf. Section 4.1.3) and its peripher-

als, as well as the (optional) Reconfiguration Controller (cf.

Section 4.1.1) are featured in the Hardware Layer. In the OS

Layer the SmartOS kernel with all its different Managers is

situated. Application tasks, libraries and soft-ISRs belong to

the Application Layer.

The SmartOS microkernel implements six central concepts,

on which the extended concepts explained in Section 4 build.

Table 1 summarizes the corresponding syscalls and their

behaviour.

The Internal Timeline of SmartOS is directly driven by

a hardware clock. On any supported architecture, it is 64

bits wide and has a resolution of 1 `s. The notion of time

is provided to higher software layers through a temporal

semantics of many kernel functions, that allow tasks to e.g.,

sleep or wait on events and resources with absolute or rela-

tive deadlines.

Tasks and their entry functions are the main building

blocks of any SmartOS application. Tasks execute in task

mode, are preemptive at any time, and can synchronize on

each other (through events and resources) as well as on the

hardware (through interrupts). Thus, they can be in running,

ready, or waiting state (cf. Figure 2). To support proper inter-

leaving by the scheduler, tasks have individual stacks of fixed

size and variable priorities (both defined or pre-selected at

compile time). SmartOS always provides an idle task that

3
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Table 1: SmartOS syscalls. T is the invoking task.

Syscall Behavior

waitEventUntil(ev, deadline) T goes to waiting state until ev is set or the absolute deadline is reached. If ev is already set, T

consumes the event and continues executing. If deadline is reached, T goes to ready state.

waitEventFor(ev, timeout) Like waitEventUntil, but with a relative timeout instead of the absolute deadline.

waitEvent(ev) Like waitEventUntil, but with an infinite deadline.

setEvent(ev) T triggers ev: If ev was already set, nothing happens. If other tasks are waiting for ev, the one with
highest priority immediately consumes it and goes to ready state. If no tasks are waiting, ev is set for

later consumption.

notifyEvent(ev) T triggers ev: If ev was already set, nothing happens. If other tasks are waiting for ev, they all imme-

diately consume it and go to the ready state. If no tasks are waiting, ev is set for later consumption.

getResourceUntil(res,
deadline)

T goes to waiting state until res is free or the absolute deadline is reached. If it is already free T

takes the ownership of res and continues executing. If it is already owned by T, T increases the

ownership of res by one and continues executing. If deadline is reached, T goes to ready state.

getResourceFor(res, timeout) Like getResourceUntil, but with a relative timeout instead of the absolute deadline.

getResource(res) Like getResourceUntil, but with an infinite deadline.

releaseResource(res) T decreases its ownership of res by one. If it is already free or if T does not own it, nothing happens.

If other tasks are waiting for it, the one with highest priority takes ownership of res and goes to

ready state.

getCurrentTime() Returns the current system time.

sleepUntil(deadline) T goes to waiting state, and after absolute deadline is reached it goes to ready state.

sleep(timeout) Like sleepUntil, but with a relative timeout instead of the absolute deadline.

yield() T is removed from and immediately reinserted into the ready queue, handing over to another task

with the same priority in ready state.

runs at lowest priority and is responsible for, e.g., power

management. A hypothetical task can be seen in Listing 1.

System Calls are functions to request OS services from

the higher software layers.When called by a task, they switch

to kernel mode first and then execute the contained code in

an atomic fashion. If supported by the CPU, SmartOS makes

use of hardware acceleration or applies special protection

mechanisms to enforce the isolation of the OS and the higher

software layers [70].

Events allow Inter-Task-Communication (ITC) between

two or more tasks and signalling between ISRs and tasks.

While tasks and ISRs can trigger events, only tasks can wait

for events (with or without deadline). This allows the simple

Figure 2: Task states and transitions in SmartOS.

Listing 1: A hypothetical SmartOS task.
1 OS_TASKENTRY (task1) {
2 [...]
3 while (1) {
4 waitEvent (ev1);
5

6 getResource (res1);
7 [...]
8 releaseResource (res1);
9

10 setEvent (ev2);
11 }
12 }

mapping of IRQs to responsible tasks – including the consis-

tent reflection of IRQ priorities (HW) in relation to the tasks

priorities (SW) [46, 48]. In any case, triggering an event can

resume either the highest prioritized task or all tasks waiting

for it.

Resources allow tasks to exclusively allocate shared phys-

ical or virtual objects, like on-chip peripherals, data struc-

tures, etc. Resources can be created at any software layer,
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e.g., by drivers for their specific hardware component or by

tasks just to synchronize with others. In any case, each re-

source can only be held by one task at a time, but a task may

hold multiple resources at once or the same resource several

times. Requesting a resource from the kernel can be done

with or without deadline: If a resource is currently not avail-

able, the requesting task transits to waiting state until the

resource becomes free or the deadline is reached. SmartOS
implements various resource management protocols (PIP,

PCP, HLP; cf. [16]) that take task priorities into account and

feature different deadlock avoidance/resolution strategies.

This includes a special extension that signals tasks that pre-

vent higher priority tasks from running due to an allocated

resource to release the resource – which reduces priority

inversion and resolves deadlocks [9, 48]. While managing

resources is different from protecting them, SmartOS can

use related hardware security mechanisms as described in

[40].

Interrupts are always handled in a unified way: The ker-

nel provides a unique ISR for all IRQ sources, captures the

timestamp on occurrence, and then calls a soft-ISR that can

be provided by any software layer at runtime. This gives the

opportunity to relate to the timestamp (e.g., for real-time

systems) or to demultiplex IRQ sources (e.g., to introduce

one soft-ISR per pin of a multi-pin GPIO port with just one

shared IRQ vector). In any case, ISRs and soft-ISRs are exe-

cuted atomically in kernel context and on the kernel stack.

While this obviates the prophylactic over-provisioning of

task stacks, ISRs can neither be nested nor are they allowed

to wait for events or allocate resources. If such synchroniza-

tion is needed, they should trigger a task for the actual IRQ

processing.

4 EXTENDED CONCEPTS AND SPECIAL
FEATURES

Apart from the basic concepts described in Section 3, our

research in various directions has resulted in several ex-

tended concepts and special SmartOS features that tackle

the demands D1-D5 from Section 1. These concepts can be

divided into three different overarching topics: OS-specific

hardware support and reconfiguration (Section 4.1), compo-

sitional software design and partial updates (Section 4.2), and

formal methods for verification and portability (Section 4.3).

SmartOS runs on all aforementioned platforms without re-

strictions. However, if it is used with our extended concepts

and features in both hardware and software, there are several

advantages.

4.1 MCU/OS Co-Design
The interaction between hardware and software requires

mutual support on both sides. While "software follows hard-

ware" is the prevalent credo in most domains, many em-

bedded systems can benefit significantly from applications-

specific hardware extensions. Thus, we do not only tailor

our OS concepts to common hardware concepts, but we also

investigate how OS kernels can benefit from specific MCU

extensions, namely:

• partial reconfiguration of the host computing platform

(i.e., processors, peripherals) at runtime (cf. Section 4.1.1),

• hardware security features (e.g., memory protection)

within the host MCU (cf. Section 4.1.2), and

• OS-aware logic (cf. Section 4.1.3) of the host processor.

4.1.1 Partial Hardware Reconfiguration at Runtime. If a pro-
cessor’s logic changes during code execution, we talk about

partial reconfiguration at runtime. With our goal to support

dynamic composition in software and hardware, our con-

cept of partial logic updates [62] allows to update and extend

the ISA of processors as well as their on-chip peripherals

on-the-fly without resynthesis of the entire logic and even

without halting or resetting the system. As this significantly

influences the software execution flow up to the application

layer, the OS must support and manage such modifications,

and support throughout all software layers must be intro-

duced. In this section, we describe the underlying OS/MCU

concepts at the example of the RISC-V-based moreMCU.

To understand the concept, assume an application that

calls an assumed instruction cinsi that might or might not

be implemented by the processor. This is shown in Line 12

in Listing 2. Within the original RISC-V ISA [68, 69], this

instruction is unknown and leads to an illegal instruction

exception within the processor. In this case, the OS is respon-

sible for emulating the unknown instruction’s functionality

in software. To do so, the currently running task is inter-

rupted and kernel mode is entered. Then, the OS processes

the binary encoding of the instruction causing the exception

and checks its internal data structures for a corresponding

emulation function that was registered by an application. If

the emulation was registered before, this functionality is in-

jected into the task’s execution flow by the OS, and executed

after the kernel returns to task mode. In case this look-up

fails, the instruction is illegal and internal error handling

steps in, and the task is most likely killed.

If, however, the instruction was natively supported by

the processor, no further steps must be taken. Therefore,

SmartOS is able to manipulate the ISA of the underlying

computing platform actively. This is supported by our specif-

ically tailoredmoreMCU architecture, designed as a soft core

for FPGA. As it features a runtime partial reconfiguration

controller, parts of the CPU pipeline and the peripherals can
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10 [...]
11 addi t1, zero, 6
12 cinsi t0, t1, 2 ; unknown

instr.
13 [...]

Listing 2: Unknown instruction execution code.

be hot-swapped between hardware realization and emulation

on the fly. The OS can therefore decide, which instructions

shall be added to the hardware, and which functionality shall

be emulated in software. While the applications have to pro-

vide and register the emulation code or FPGA bitstreams

to benefit from this feature, they can introduce new and

application-specific hardware acceleration even during up-

dates after hardware deployment.

4.1.2 Security Feature Support. A common design approach,

especially in resource-constrained embedded devices is to

have applications, OS components, and device drivers or li-

braries reside in a single non-isolated address space, which

represents one vast attack surface. In order to reduce com-

plexity, cost, and energy usage, embedded devices often lack

memory protection mechanisms. Apart, programming flaws

can easily lead to malfunctions or crash the whole system.

As embedded devices are increasingly integrated in critical

infrastructures, cyber-security attacks can have devastat-

ing consequences, including impacts on human lives or the

environment [2, 30, 34].

Efficient memory protection in embedded devices can be

achieved only if hardware and software components are co-

designed to cooperate. We have designed and implemented

lightweight hardware extensions for RISC-V-based MCUs

which work in synergy with the SmartOS kernel extensions
to provide several memory protection concepts. First, we

enabled a memory protection mechanism which confines

tasks to their own code and data memory regions, while still

enabling full access to peripherals and protected access to

shared memory for communication. Then, we enforced the

kernel’s resource management protocol in hardware by lock-

ing memory-mapped peripherals and protecting them from

unauthorized task access [41]. Furthermore, we extended

this concept to enable fine-grained protection of peripherals

with multiple channels [40]. Finally, in order to protect the

system from malfunctioning device drivers, we provided a

device driver isolation mechanism, which limits the memory

regions that drivers are allowed to access [39].

We show that these protection mechanisms have small

hardware and software footprints. They do not impose sig-

nificant run-time overhead and are suitable for maintaining

the existing real-time properties of the system.
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4.1.3 OS-aware Processor Extensions. To support OS fea-

tures in hardware, we introduced the mosartMCU [49, 50],

being a flexible multi-core MCU architecture. Based on the

RISC-V ISA [60], its implementation as soft core for FPGAs al-

lows us to conduct hardware/software co-design for application-

specific computing platforms. By introducing OS-awareness

for improved dependability and composition aspects (cf. Fig-

ure 3), the mosartMCU and SmartOS support each other, but

can also be used independently.

When used in combination, the MCU can concurrently

access and modify internal OS data structures to temporally

bound or entirely avoid cross-core priority inversions [48,

63]. Similarly, the co-design of OS/MCU memory manage-

ment concepts and data structures improves shared stack

memory usage to facilitate predictable software execution

times [47]. In general, the OS-awareness enables system

properties that could not be achieved through pure software

solutions, and opens entirely new research opportunities for

OS/MCU co-design.

4.2 Compositional Software and Automatic
Integration

At build time, software composition of embedded systems

is usually modular, i.e., different pieces of software (applica-

tions, libraries, OS, etc.) are combined to generate a binary

image with the desired features and behavior. However, this

image is mostly monolithic, and updates require the creation

of another full image, be it deployed through complete re-

placement or by differential approaches. Our research efforts

aim to provide concepts to support dynamic software (re-

)composition at runtime [8]. This includes two steps: (S1)

partially update the running software in a modular way

while preserving code dependencies, and (S2) check if all

functional and non-functional requirements would still be

satisfied in case a given update was applied. Updates will

6
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only be applied in case all compatibility checks are successful,

as shown in Figure 4.

Partial updates demand extra OS functionality. Already

for step S1, it is necessary to keep track of all installed mod-

ules, handle dependencies, manage memories, and offer an

accessible update service. For S2, complex algorithms – of-

ten based on formal methods – need to be implemented and

demand additional computational resources.

From an implementation perspective of S1, SmartOS sup-
ports the update of application modules on conventional

MCUs. However, the update of shared modules, such as

drivers and libraries, is not supported, due to potentially

inconsistent references. For each dependency update, de-

pendent modules must adapt their references accordingly.

To support this rather complex operation, we have worked

on a hw/sw solution that supports loose coupling based on

runtime relocation [42]. With our approach, all dependents

remain unchanged when their dependencies are updated. It

is also possible to freely move modules within the physical

memory, allowing memory defragmentation. This feature is

essential for long-term maintenance, since repeated updates

will lead to memory fragmentation and the under-utilization

of this commonly scarce resource.

When it comes to requirements checking for step S2, there

are a variety of research challenges, especially regarding the

mutual impacts of old and new software components w.r.t.

(non-)functional requirements. For example, how to guaran-

tee that already existing and newly installed real-time tasks

will continue to meet their deadlines after a re-composition.

Similar questions arise for other requirements, e.g., energy

consumption, safety, security, etc. To enable the analysis

of such aspects, it is necessary to generate or extract meta-

data from the developed modules. Our efforts in this regard

include (i) a compact notation to describe the control-flow

and interaction of tasks [7]; and (ii) comprehensive Uppaal

models of SmartOS and application modules. Goal is to com-

bine the metadata of individual modules in order to reliably

conclude whether the resulting software composition meets

the specified requirements. The approach that provides the

strongest guarantees is formal methods, and that is the di-

rection of our research efforts.

4.3 Formal Methods for Verification and
Portability

Our approach uses formal languages to initially create inde-

pendent models of application software, operating systems,

and processor logic. Models of different layers of a concrete

system can then be merged into an overall model to (1) verify

different aspects of (non-)functional properties and (2) gener-

ate hardware-specific code for different target architectures.

For SmartOS, this approach currently allows us to give

liveness and real-time guarantees for compositional appli-

cation software, and to automatically port low-level kernel

code to different target architectures.

Regarding (1), we use Uppaal [35] to model application

tasks and the OS itself as a network of timed automata. Fig-

ure 5 shows how the execution block of a task is modeled (a

task is composed of interactions with its execution block and

with the OS). An execution block finishes when the task has

executed for an interval within [BCET, WCET]. The execu-

tion time is not increased (et' == 0) before the execution
block starts, or when the task is preempted.

One focus of the models is on the intended interaction (e.g.,

though explicit ITC) and implicit interference (e.g., through

emerging conflicts) between tasks. Since the OS provides

the central mechanisms for coordinating the tasks, we have

modeled the internal functionality, timing parameters, and

interfaces of the SmartOS syscalls (see Table 1) and inter-

rupt concept. On top, application task models can interact

with the OS model and also incorporate functional as well

as non-functional aspects. This way, we are able to prove

liveness (e.g., freedom from deadlocks), timing behavior, etc.

throughout the entire system stack. A particular benefit of

this approach is the possibility to (i) include even low-level

OS details into such analysis (which is often neglected in

many works on e.g., schedulability analysis), and to (ii) easily

replace the OS and application models independently from

each other (which allows us to verify the same application

against various different mechanisms and implementation

options in the kernel).

7
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Figure 5: Uppaal timed automaton of a task execution
block.
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Figure 6: Model-based porting of hardware-specific
code.

Regarding (2), we work on automatic generation of code

for OS low-level functionalities, such as system initialization

or context switches [26, 27]. The framework overview is

depicted in Figure 6.

We use Event-B [1] to formally model and verify abstract

versions of low-level OS operations. We also developed Au-

toIO [54], which is used to specify MCU architectures, in-

cluding, e.g., on-chip components, buses, configuration regis-

ters, and the instruction set. We then feed the code generator

with the verified OS model and the MCUmodel for the target

architecture in order to generate architecture-independent

code (in LLVM-IR). Finally, we feed the ASM generator with

the generated intermediate code and the architecture in-

struction set model in order to create specific assembly code,

proven correct. The automatic code generation guarantees

that the assembly code is correctly translated from the mod-

els, and the formal verification guarantees that the models

are correct. These features avoid implementation mistakes,

which are very common when manually porting OSes.

5 APPLICATION SCENARIO
Having motivated requirements for future embedded sys-

tems and shown possibilities for designing suitable operating

systems, we want to describe a concrete application scenario,

that certainly demands sustainability, continuous depend-

ability, and long-term maintenance.

The control systems of power plants are composed of mul-

tiple interconnected computing devices. For safety and secu-

rity reasons, they are organized in levels that are mostly only

accessible internally. However, external access to these de-

vices is still required by the so-called emergency off-site facil-

ities. Also for safety reasons, such facilities are located many

miles away from the power plant [17]. Since the embedded

systems of the power plant can thus be externally accessed,

they could be hijacked and controlled remotely – demanding

for continued and guaranteed dependability in every respect.

In fact, the vast majority of computer systems rely on hard-

ware acceleration for better performance on cryptography

operations/security enforcement. However, cryptographic

algorithms might become obsolete during the long lifespan

of power plants. For example, in 2011 SHA-1 [19] became

deprecated, thus making hardware accelerators in processors

useless (cf. Intel processors [28]). Similar examples can be

found in other areas which depend on the IoT as a critical

infrastructure, that connects billions of devices [14].

To overcome this issue using immutable hardware, either

(i) the new algorithm is implemented purely in software, and

the obsolete silicon remains as useless logic, never again

used; or (ii) the whole device or CPU is exchanged, which

is not a sustainable choice. With reconfigurable hardware,

the obsolete hardware logic could be replaced, resulting in

faster operation and a more sustainable solution.

However, regardless of which changes are applied, the sys-

tem’s functional (e.g., new cryptographic algorithm) and non-

functional properties (e.g., timing and memory consumption)

will be modified, and it might be necessary to test, verify,

and re-certify the updated system or submit so-called license

amendment requests, which add cost and regulatory risk [53].

In this regard, the use of formal methods can be extremely

beneficial, since it provides stronger guarantees than testing,

and can facilitate regular updates [25].

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present SmartOS, an OS architecture aiming

to improve the sustainability of embedded systems, which

is achieved through extended features on top of its basic

functionality. These extended features include (i) a tightly

coupled design of the OS and its underlying MCU, (ii) sup-

port for compositional software, and (iii) the use of formal

methods to support software development and maintenance.

So far, approaches using the threementioned features have

not yet been fully adopted in research or industry. However,

the demand for increased sustainability will create a need for

these kind of features in the future. Therefore, the goal of this

paper is to raise and intensify the awareness for the necessity

of such concepts and simplify their use by providing an OS

architecture that inherently supports them by design.
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